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OBJECTIVE: Provide CEOs with Best-Practice Tools to Support Operations
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Key Decision in Operations:

What problem does our company solve for whom?

Vistage Decision Model



Approach 

• 10’: Introduce PeterD and MtL

• MtL Tool: WHAT-WHO-WHY 

• 10’: How to access MtL Tools

• 5’: Wrap-up
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o 15’: Introduce MtL Tool

o 20’: Example Case

o 30’: Practice Case         

o 30’: Your Case              

Note: All times are approximate



Since 1997, IntelliVen has created $Bs in value for private, public, PE-owned, and VC-backed firms
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• Using a proprietary approach that helps leaders take 
their organizations to the next level

• Based on lessons learned successfully leading dozens 
of management teams through inflection points

• Providing tools, methods, and principles … not answers 
or judgments … for leaders to use as they see fit

• Cultivating independent competence

Operating executives provide practical support to leaders and their teams to

GET CLEAR. ALIGN. GROW.

IntelliVen helps leaders form 

and execute planned change

Growth stalls

Value

Time

Team seeks new growth Base level of performance

New growth

Speaker

Manage to Lead: Seven Truths 

to Help You Change the World
Peter F. DiGiammarino American Univ

Univ of San Fran

UMass

Golden Gate Univ

Taught 100+

MBA/MSOD’s

https://intelliven.com/manage-to-lead
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Every business eventually needs:

A pitch-deck / management 
presentation, Confidential 
Information Memorandum 
(CIM), financial model, and 
teaser to support efforts to 
secure financing or a sale.

Website and marketing 
collateral to attract and 
educate recruits, partners, 
prospects, and customers.

To ramp up new 
board and executive 
team members.

To launch strategic 
initiatives to implement 
planned change.
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What is needed:

• Mandate to accomplish something specific

• Mission / Vision / Values / Culture

• Operating / Business Plan that explains:

o How the organization works now

o How it plans to work in the future

o What it plans to do to achieve that future

MtL Workshop Focus



GO GUIDE
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MtL SUPPORTS A THREE-PHASED APPROACH

ALIGN GROWGET CLEAR

Better 

Performance 

and Faster 

Growth



MtL System Modules

https://intelliven.com/manage-to-lead-workstream-platform/#30mindemo


GUIDE
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MtL SUPPORTS A THREE-PHASED APPROACH

GROWGET CLEAR

GO

Better 

Performance 

and Faster 

GrowthALIGN



Get Clear

Know whose problem

you solve, how, and 

how well.

Truth. An organization exists 

to solve a problem for people.

Action. 
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[product or service delivered]
provides…

WHAT

[position/persona of identified buyers]
for…

WHO

[better, cheaper, faster solution to 

important, pervasive, persistent problem]
WHY

they pay for it.

The _____[name]______organization:
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Start with a rigorous description of the organization’s purpose. 



W-W-W alignment test 

reveals divergent views

WHAT: Automated balance sheet

WHO:  Expense managers

WHY:   Great code

CTO

WHAT: Software for accounting

WHO:  CPAs

WHY:   They trust us  

CMOCMO

WHAT

WHAT: Finance workflow solution

WHO:  Fortune 500 CFOs

WHY:  We are market leader

CEOCEO

WHO

WHY

WHAT: Cloud finance platform

WHO:  Companies

WHY:  High uptime

COO
COO
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Most team members have different perceptions.
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provides…

WHAT

for…

WHO

WHY
they pay for it.

The Facebook organization:

PRACTICE CASE



Practice Case: Facebook

OBJECTIVE: Discern an organization’s W-W-W.

INSTRUCTIONS:

2’: Go to: INTELLIVEN.COM > TOOLBOX > WHAT-WHO-WHY > TEMPLATE.
• Enter “Facebook” as the Organization

• With Facebook in mind, work a partner to enter what you first think of for 

WHAT, WHO, and WHY
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3’: Share and discuss entries.
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provides…

WHAT

for…

WHO

WHY
they pay for it.

The Facebook organization:

PRACTICE CASE
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provides…

WHAT

for…

WHO

WHY
they pay for it.

The Facebook organization:

WHAT MOST PEOPLE THINK

A place to store and access pictures 

and stories.

Everyone.

To stay connected with those you 

care about.
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provides…

WHAT

for…

WHO

WHY
they pay for it.

The Facebook organization:

WHAT FACEBOOK THINKS

Access to people

Advertisers

Highly targeted segmentation



W
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Solution

WHAT

Ideal WHO:

• Has the problem

• Finds it strategic to solve

• Has resources

• Can be reached

• Is good to work with

WHAT MAKES AN IDEAL WHO?

WHAT MAKES AN IDEAL WHY?

Ideal Problem is:

• Important – i.e., it is strategic to solve

• Pervasive – i.e., many have it (large market)

• Persistent – i.e., does not go away

• Nested – i.e., A small part of a bigger problem

• Nearby to other important, pervasive, and 
persistent problems
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IDEAL WHOs and WHYs HAVE SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS

• Many W-W-Ws

• Nested W-W-Ws

• Global W-W-Ws

• One or two, but 
not three, Ws

WHAT HAPPENS WITH:



W-W-W Work Stream

1. Team members each individually fill-in and submit a W-W-W 

for their organization.

2. Facilitator:

• Annotates individual inputs 

• Reviews 1x1 with each team member

• Shares with the leader

3. Coach and leader organize input and facilitate session(s) to 

consolidate a W-W-W.
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What kind of personal/professional 

development? Do you use a 

methodology? Is it proprietary?

Should this word be “for”?

These are types of organizations. Types of organizations don’t purchase anything. People do!

WHO in organizations of these types make the decision to hire: CEO, head of HR, a functional or unit leader? 

Do clients tend to be of at least a certain scale? Are clients all over the world? 

How would you build a list of prospects to approach and cultivate?

Explains why WHO hires speakers but not WHY they hire speakers from BigSpeak.

Are speakers curated or 

vetted in some specific way?

WHAT BigSpeak provides, for WHO, and WHY
Executive 1 

Input

More WHAT than WHY

DISCUSS: WHAT COMES TO MIND AS WE READ EXECUTIVE 1’s INPUT?



2’: Read Executive 2’s W-W-W (on the next slide) silently:

• Strive to understand

• Note observations, questions, and impressions

13’: Break into groups:

• Select a recorder.

• Select a W and discuss your group’s reactions to it.

• Agree on two points to share with the full group.

• Repeat with another W as time permits

10’: Reconvene to share your group’s points.

Practice Case: BigSpeak

OBJECTIVE: Reflect and react to an executive’s W-W-W.

INSTRUCTIONS:



Speakers that provide high expertise to companies for keynotes, 
break-out sessions and on-going learning to expose people to new 
ideas and experiences.
Tools for personal growth and better ways of being and living,

Influencers, Executives and Event Planners within 

Businesses, Associations, Universities and Non-profits.

A Trusted Partner who:
• Demonstrates deep listening and understands our needs
• Makes me feel rest assured that they are providing the best 
solution for my organization
• Has an easy process to provide curated and vetted experts for our 
group
• Is completely vested in the outcome

for..
.

The __BigSpeak__ organization:

provides...

WHAT

for...

WHO

they pay for it.

WHY

Companies are 
WHO not WHAT

Are the Tools provided to, or by, the speakers? More WHY than WHAT

This is incredibly (too) broad. Where would one start to build a list of people to offer your WHAT?

Sounds like HOW not WHY
people buy it from you

The best solution to what problem? 
Nailing this is key to a good WHY

Go through your last N sales and ask 
WHY they chose to do business with 
BigSpeak over other options.

This sounds like a WHY

How so?

Executive 2 

Input

This explains WHY
they want speakersThis sounds like a WHAT



Consolidated 

Input



W-W-W Takeaways

Preparing a W-W-W is more of a challenge than it first seems.

It’s straightforward for a team to upgrade its W-W-W … but it takes 
real effort.

It is worth the trouble for a team to work on their W-W-W.

Alignment follows clarity reached jointly.
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12’: Break out into groups of two or three and discuss:

• Common themes

• Questions entries raise

• Points of dissonance

• Upgrade suggestions

10’: Reconvene to discuss points  

5’: Reflect on the experience.

Your Case:

OBJECTIVES: Draft W-W-W for Forma Construction.

INSTRUCTIONS:

3’: Review the Forma Construction W-W-Ws submitted in advance by participants on the next slide

25
25
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provides…

WHAT

for…

WHO

WHY
they pay for it.

The ___________ organization:

FILL OUT FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
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Exec 1 Exec 2 Exec 3 Exec 4

A highly collaborative environment in 

which to work closely with architects, 

designers and clients to build high-

quality custom homes.

General contracting, 

project management and 

self performed trade 

specific craft for home 

construction projects. It's 

not just about the finished 

product, it's the process 

before, during and after 

the product is built.

Complex and 

highly detailed 

residential 

construction 

projects

Top of the line, specifically tailored 

homes that are architecturally and

design driven, that may have 

complex engineering and design 

constraints, that have the most 

modern home automation and 

security features, that look like 

museum pieces when completed.

The primary "Who" is the 

client/homeowner, but architects, 

designers and others are a 

secondary "Who" that is instrumental 

to Forma's success. If Forma 

consistently delivers the "What", 

those relationships can lead to not 

only repeat projects with existing 

clients, but new introductions to 

others looking for what Forma has to 

offer.

For homeowners 

expecting an exceptional 

product and experience.

Luxury Clients

Highly discerning, portfolio diversified 

clients that expect turnkey service, 

expect only the best results, want a 

clear path of construction and 

completion with pricing and schedule 

that can be counted on.

To access Forma's experience, 

craftsmanship and ability to bring 

together all the relevant facets of the 

building process to deliver a great 

experience and a unique home for the 

client.

Because we are 

committed to transparent 

business practices and 

proactive project 

management. We stand 

behind our work and take 

care of our clients when 

we don't live up to that 

promise.

Because of our 

people, process 

and product

Because Forma has a track record of 

success. Forma is highly respected 

for our service and work. We have 

the experience, resources and 

people to accomplish the work. We 

are able to meet their expectations of 

personal service.

Forma Construction WHAT-WHO-WHY: EXECS

provides…

WHAT

for…

WHO

WHY
they pay for it.
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CEO 1 CEO 2 CEO 3

Precision built residences and 

projects revolving around great

communication and ingenuity.

Residential construction 

projects. This includes 

project management 

working with the architect, 

designer and others to 

build new and remodel.

Building fine and over the top quality 

housing

Discerning clients seeking to be 

ahead of the trend High net worth individuals
Affluence clients, client looks for details 

unique, price is not priority, quality work

Forma treats every project with 

absolute conscientiousness to our 

clients every need from inception to 

completion.

They want something 

unique and the best quality
Service and quality

Forma Construction WHAT-WHO-WHY: PEERS

provides…

WHAT

for…

WHO

WHY
they pay for it.
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Group Facilitator
Outside 

Exec 1

Outside 

Exec 2

Exclusive/Premium 

residential construction and 

project management.

Pre-construction services

Construction services

Post-construction services

Preconstruction design collaboration, estimating, bidding, permitting, vendor 

sourcing.

Construction building services, project management, budget tracking, 

consultant coordination.

Post-construction maintenance and service calls.

We assign a dedicated project manager for the duration of a project. Proactive 

management – which includes preconstruction risk assessments and cost 

reviews; weekly construction updates and budget reviews; subcontractor 

tracking and auditing; pre-occupancy quality check; postconstruction 

maintenance and service calls – provides a seamless client experience.

Very discerning, prestigious 

Greater Bay area 

homeowners.

High-end residential clients

families, and for our discerning clients that want custom homes to major 

remodels and historic rehabilitations.

for clients who need smaller-scale contractor services but demand the high-

quality service that FORMA Construction consistently provides.

They hire Forma because of 

direct reputation on similar 

high-end projects, ultra 

positive referrals from 

partners, like architects and 

because of Victor's personal 

connections.

Clients want white-glove service 

from the initial design collaboration 

phase through on-going post-

construction maintenance and 

service calls.

Clients want a partner to manage 

every phase of their project and 

beyond to the highest standard.

guarantees that regardless of scale, type and budget, our clients will get the 

best fit for their project.

By committing to a select group of projects at any one time, this guarantees our 

full attention to quality, cost, and schedule.

Forma is built on ethics, expertise, excellence. These shared values engage 

clients and collaborators,

such as architects, interior designers, and consultants – so our construction 

team can deliver exceptional results.

With every home, we make a promise to build with the highest integrity, quality, 

and consideration for our clients.

Forma Construction WHAT-WHO-WHY: OTHERS

provides…

WHAT

for…

WHO

WHY
they pay for it.
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Tips for filling out a W-W-W

• Alignment follows clarity reached jointly (vs. assumed, mandated, or ignored).

o Watch for:

• Missing W(s)

• Multiple W-W-Ws

o Strive for clarity and agreement over perfection; it is more important for 

leaders to agree on the same W-W-W than to get the right W-W-W. 

o What is right is what a team decides together. 

o A good, better, and best W-W-W evolves with iteration, reflection, and use.

o W-W-W can stand alone and/or be incorporated into Mission, Vision, 

Values, et al.

• Words matter:

o Use present tense.

o Begin What Must Be Done entries with verbs.

o Use common (not jargon), one-syllable words and simple phrases that are easy for anyone to understand.

o Be specific…more specific than you are generally comfortable being. 

o Focus on an ideal next customer rather than on not excluding every possible customer. 

o Say what you say only once and in the section in which it belongs.

o Stick to facts…not beliefs. Everything in the W-W-W is subject to proof.

Get Clear W-W-W Tutorial

https://umass.coursearc.com/content/mtl-cohort-9/2-1-get-clear-w-w-w-tutorial/introduction/
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Suggested Next Steps

• Consolidate W-W-W for:

o Your CEO Group

o Your top team

o Each others’ teams

o Other organizations you affiliate with

• Draw on other MtL Tools

• Use MtL Workstreams
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https://youtu.be/37a186h9avc


Thank you.

Subscribe: intelliven.com 

Follow: IntelliVen on LinkedIn
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http://www.intelliven.com/subscribe
https://www.linkedin.com/company/intelliven-l-l-c-/
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1. Open www.intelliven.com

2. Click TOOLBOX

http://www.intelliven.com/
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3. Click WHAT-WHO-WHY

https://intelliven.com/tools/what-who-why/
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4. Skim the description 

5. Open the TEMPLATE
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6. Enter input and realize expert feedback would help 

7. Return to the toolbox entry for help
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8. Note MtL System Module 2 shows how to use the W-W-W

9. Login to MtL System
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10. Open Module 2. Get Clear: WHAT-WHO-WHY
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Open 2.2 WORKSTREAM
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11. Review recommended process for collaborating with 

your team to craft a W-W-W

12. Invite team members to fill

out a W-W-W and compare entries.



Mandate

WHAT

WHO

WHY

W-W-W alignment test 

reveals divergent views

WHAT: Software for accounting

WHO:  CPAs

WHY:   They trust us  

WHAT: Automated balance sheet

WHO:  Expense managers

WHY:   Great code

WHAT: Cloud finance platform

WHO:  Companies

WHY:  High uptime

WHAT: Finance workflow solution

WHO:  Fortune 500 CFOs

WHY:  We are market leader

CEO

COO

CMO

CTO

CMO

COO

CEO
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13. Realize it is harder than first realized to consolidate a W-W-W
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14. Open 2.1 TUTORIAL for tips on how to fill out a W-W-W
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15. Skim content outline and then Launch Tutorial
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16. Skim the navigation panel to find and open Your Case
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17. Review Tips and end up wanting more help.
Voice-over:
The tips are interesting, and 
you think you understand 
them. It occurs to you that it 
would be a good to go 
through the W-W-W 
background, instruction, 
practice cases, and input 
prompts to be fully prepared 
to use the WHAT-WHO-
WHY Framework. So, you 
decide to take about 40-
minutes to go through the W-
W-W tutorial introduction, 
readings, videos, input 
prompts, practice case, and 
live session slides before 
taking another run at filling 
out the W-W-W for your case.
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18. Work through the full tutorial (readings, videos, practice 

cases, prompts) for rich background and understanding
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19. Work with your team empowered to reach alignment

Voice-over:
Upon completing the W-W-W 2.2 TUTORIAL you feel empowered, confident, and ready to dig-in first on your own, then 
with your team, and then with outside reviewers to draft, hone, and develop a W-W-W you and your team all agree 
accurately describes your offering, who will buy it, and why they will buy it from you!

You realize that using MtL System tools has not only produced a valuable document that informs your plan, internal and 
external positioning and messaging, but helped you become closer to your teammates and empowered you (and them) 
with a tool that you will use forever!
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20. Before returning to the MtL toolbox for tools to address approach to sales and strategic 

initiatives, you are curious about how 60+ tools get used together to build a plan. 
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21. Navigate to About

https://amherst.umassonline.net/webapps/blackboard/content/contentWrapper.jsp?course_id=_9703_1&displayName=About&href=https%3A%2F%2Fumass.coursearc.com%2Fcontent%2Fmtl-cohort-9%2Fabout%2Fabout-mtl-system%2F&cR2XilcGYOo=wYb2jprd5BqKmA96R%2BfMVEvgomEds7u%2B2KmZ5gtLqXs%3D
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22. Click About MtL System

https://amherst.umassonline.net/webapps/blackboard/content/contentWrapper.jsp?course_id=_9703_1&displayName=About&href=https%3A%2F%2Fumass.coursearc.com%2Fcontent%2Fmtl-cohort-9%2Fabout%2Fabout-mtl-system%2F&cR2XilcGYOo=wYb2jprd5BqKmA96R%2BfMVEvgomEds7u%2B2KmZ5gtLqXs%3D
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23. Click through interactive wire-diagram of MtL modules.
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24. Consider how best to access and apply MtL System 

tools, methods, and principles.

Voice-over:
Keep using MtL tools and refer to associated workstreams and tutorials on an ad hoc basis, or you and your team could:

o Go through an Immersion Program where Your Case is the Course to fully understand, internalize, and apply MtL 
tools, methods, and principles. 

o Retain MtL-Certified Consultants to work side-by-side with you and your team to access and apply MtL tools, 
methods, and principles while accelerating in-flight initiatives.

https://intelliven.com/manage-to-lead-immersion-academy/
https://intelliven.com/manage-to-lead-system/
mailto:intelliven@intelliven.com


Reflections

Comments

Questions
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What questions do you have?

Where do you see alignment in what MtL provides 

and what you seek?

What paths forward might we envision, e.g.: 

• Use W-W-W, CF, and LSS templates (and other MtL tools) with 

your team

• Register your leadership team to use MtL System

• Enroll your leadership team(s) in an MtL Immersion Program

• License a branded instance of MtL for internal use

• Retain MtL-Certified Consultants to assist with inflight initaitives

• Offer MtL training, content, reviews, and ongoing support 

services to clients



Thank you.

Subscribe: intelliven.com 

Follow: IntelliVen on LinkedIn
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http://www.intelliven.com/subscribe
https://www.linkedin.com/company/intelliven-l-l-c-/
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About PeterD

• Joined a startup (AMS) out of B-school. Helped grow to $1B and 10,000 people over 20 years.

• Used what I learned/figured-out to then run/help-run:

o Two public companies: 
• Hyperion (now Oracle) 

• BTG (now GDIT)

o Four private ventures:
• Aquilent for Warwick Capital (now Booz Allen)

• Touchstone for private founders (now GDIT)

• Compusearch for Carlyle Group (now UnisonGlobal)

• Command Information for VC consortium (now Salient)

• CEO Groups

o Always belonged to a CEO group; including two Vistage groups. 

o Worked with Vistage chairs to provide content and perspective; also, for Renaissance Executive Forum and look-alikes.

• Founded and run IntelliVen to help leaders and their organizations use what I have learned to reach 

their potential to perform and grow. 

AKA: shorten the time it takes founders, owners, and operators to achieve value-creation and impact goals.

https://youtu.be/WgAEQattXeQ
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I learned and grew a great deal as a CEO Group member

• Great way to:
o Learn new things with / in front of peers who challenge each others’, and presenters’, thinking.

o Practice being vulnerable and open to input.

• Vistage speakers who most impacted me:
o Edgar Papke: Culture

• It can be measured

• It can be changed in a planned way

o Kraig Kramer: CEO Tools

• His are for finance and accounting (i.e., numbers: how to track the business)

• Mine are for operations (i.e., process: how to architect, build, govern, and change the business)

https://edgarpapke.com/
https://www.ceotools.com/


MtL System Enables Actions Consistent with Seven Truths*
…that are disarmingly simple to understand…and NOT at all easy to implement!

Get Clear

Get Aligned

Plan Change

Get Help

Grow

Do & Review

Focus

*See: IntelliVen Manage to Lead:  
Seven Truths to Help You Change the World

By: Peter F. DiGiammarino

• The purpose of a business is to 

solve a problem for a customer

• Context matters

Two Truths are the focus of 

today’s MtL Workshop:

https://intelliven.com/manage-to-lead


GET CLEAR GO

HOW WELL

LAUNCH

RAMP-UP

GET HELP EXECUTIVE 

REVIEW

ALIGN

HOW

W-W-W PLAN CHANGE

ALIGN

ORIENTATION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

XMODULE

DO & REVIEW
GROW

Review

PERIODIC EXECUTIVE REVIEWS

11+

0

Current State

Initiative Management Setup

Enterprise Change Framework Strategic Initiatives

Change Frameworks

Guide and Govern

RAMP-UP

The first module is for the leader 

and their team to align on where 

things sit and on their goals given 

their group’s mandate, mission, 

vision, and culture.

This module's output is 

an Enterprise Change 
Framework that tells the story of 

where things are now, why change 

is essential, what things will look 

like next, and what will be done to 

achieve the targeted next state.

This is also when team members 

get comfortable navigating the MtL 

System.

GET CLEAR

A group is READY for CHANGE when its top team is 100% 

aligned on:

• What their group provides, to whom, and why customers 

purchase from them (Module 2)

• How the group does what it does, creates demand for what it 

does, and GROWs its DO and SELL capacity (Module 3)

• Its operating model and how well they perform vis a vis past, 

plan, and peer performance (Module 4)

• Who the team counts on to do what as well and who meets 

with who about what and when (Module 5)

MtL System has Ten Modules

https://intelliven.com/tools/change-framework-5/
https://intelliven.com/tools/stages-of-venture-maturity-3/


GET CLEAR GO

HOW WELL

LAUNCH

RAMP-UP

GET HELP EXECUTIVE 

REVIEW

ALIGN

HOW

W-W-W PLAN CHANGE

ALIGN

ORIENTATION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

XMODULE

DO & REVIEW
GROW

Review

PERIODIC EXECUTIVE REVIEWS

11

0

Current State

Initiative Management Setup

Enterprise Change Framework Strategic Initiatives

Change Frameworks

Guide and Govern

ALIGN

Module 6 is where ideas for initiatives that would 

improve performance and growth are enumerated, 

organized, assessed, and refined to determine which to 

move forward with.

• Collect and assess initiatives from prior modules that 

would improve performance and accelerate growth.

• Determine which are likely to provide what benefits 

with what degree of difficulty.

• Assign who will be responsible for creating the 

Initiative Change Framework and oversee efforts to 

achieve targeted goals.

GO

The primary reason initiatives fail to live up 

to the expectations is lack of management 

attention. In the final modules, the team 

learns how to increase the odds of success 

by structuring leadership support and 

providing a systemic approach to keeping 

the leaders connected with the front line!

Specifically, in Modules 7, 8, 9 teams learn 

how to arrange:

• What to watch to track progress

• Stakeholders with whom to communicate 

throughout

• Governance to provide oversite and 

guidance

• Leadership support with expert advisers, 

peers, learning community, and access 

to resources

MtL System has Ten Modules

MIDPOINT REVIEW

At the Immersion Program halfway point, we 

review with each team leader about how things 

are going and to refine expectations and adjust 

as appropriate given the team's progress and 

challenges.

https://intelliven.com/tools/change-framework-5/
https://intelliven.com/tools/stages-of-venture-maturity-3/


GET CLEAR

MtL System has Ten Modules

GO

HOW WELL

LAUNCH

RAMP-UP

GET HELP EXECUTIVE 

REVIEW

ALIGN

HOW

W-W-W PLAN CHANGE

ALIGN

ORIENTATION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

XMODULE

DO & REVIEW
GROW

Review

PERIODIC EXECUTIVE REVIEWS

11
+

0

Current State

Initiative Management Setup

Enterprise Change Framework Strategic Initiatives

Change Frameworks

Guide and Govern

PERIODIC EXECUTIVE REVIEWS 

(if desired, follows Internal Cohort Program at an additional fee)

To keep things on track, groups and initiative leaders are coached at regular 

intervals to review:

• What was supposed to happen?

• What was done?

• What actually happened?

• What has been learned?

• What is next?

Additional Support Resources can include:

• In-line Professional Services  to help architect, build, govern, and change 

the organization

• Ongoing executive coaching, governance, and operations support 

provided by MtL Certified Consultants

• Four two-day interpersonal skill development workshops to improve 

conscious use of self, interactions with others, team building, and leading 

an organization

• Three-session Strategic Executive Team Development Program to assess 

team skill mix and develop a plan to upgrade to sync with best practices 

for the stage of organization maturity

https://intelliven.com/tools/change-framework-5/
https://intelliven.com/tools/stages-of-venture-maturity-3/


GET CLEAR

MtL System Tools, Workstreams, and Tutorials Support Planning and Implementation

GO

HOW WELL

LAUNCH

RAMP-UP

GET HELP EXECUTIVE 

REVIEW

ALIGN

HOW

W-W-W PLAN CHANGE

ALIGN

ORIENTATION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

XMODULE

DO & REVIEW
GROW

PERIODIC EXECUTIVE REVIEWS

11+

0

Current State

Initiative Management Setup

Enterprise Change Framework Strategic Initiatives

Change Frameworks

Guide and Govern

MtL CEO Group Workshop

• W-W-W

• Change Framework

https://intelliven.com/manage-to-lead-immersion-academy/
https://intelliven.com/tools/change-framework-5/
https://intelliven.com/tools/stages-of-venture-maturity-3/
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Dimension Description

An organization is defined in four dimensions.  

Assess each to know where things are now and to 

determine what needs to change and toward what ends.

WHAT-WHO-WHY
• WHAT is provided to

• WHO and 

• WHY they buy  

MANDATE
Mission—Vision—Values

HOW HOW does the organization:

• DO what it does: product, service, channel, operation, or exchange?

• SELL, or create demand for what it does?

• GROW to increase capacity to DO and SELL?

HOW WELL
• What is watched to know HOW WELL things are going?

• Core competencies

• How financials work

RESPONSIBILITIES
• Who the team counts on for what?

• Who meets with who, when, about what?

https://intelliven.com/tools/what-who-why/
https://intelliven.com/tools/do-sell-grow-3/
https://intelliven.com/tools/do-sell-grow-3/
https://youtu.be/KmiCaEhgz-Y


Get Help

Truth. No leader succeeds alone.

Build a board. Retain 

experts. Get a coach.

Action. 
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Leader

Workers

Subject Matter Experts

Accountability Board

Personal Effectiveness Coach

Inside the organization

Outside the organization

Core Leadership Group

Leadership Community

Learning Community Peer Group

65

SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR LEADER SUCCESS
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Leadership Support Structure Template

Boss

Leader

Workers

Subject Matter Experts

Accountability Board

Executive Coach

Inside the organization

Outside the organization

Peer Group

Core Leadership Group

Leadership Community

Get Help Tutorial

https://umass.coursearc.com/content/mtl-cohort-9/8-1-get-help-tutorial/introduction


GO GUIDE
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MtL SUPPORTS A THREE-PHASED APPROACH

ALIGN GROWGET CLEAR

Better 

Performance 

and Faster 

Growth



Plan Change

Truth. Context matters.

Decide what must 

change, why, and how.

Action. 
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Good if Change                Bad if no Change  
Target StateCurrent State

Enterprise Change Framework

Case for Change

Revenue is 

1.2 * X/year

Barriers                     Accelerators

Revenue is 

X/year

Goal: Sell More

Initiative: Launch a campaign 

targeting sales to tech companies

Plan:
• List characteristics of ideal targets

• List all large tech companies

• Determine which three have best 

potential based on characteristics

• Map key players and their roles

• Develop a call plan

• Develop messages

• Determine who we want to speak 

with about what

• Determine who we know that 

knows who we want to call

• …

SELL MORE

Name an initiative you would recommend in this case.

Note: “Sell More” is a 

goal, not an initiative!
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Premium valuation 

as market leader

Competition 

eats our lunch

Scattershot 

Culture

New Sales 

Manager

https://intelliven.com/tools/what-who-why/
https://intelliven.com/tools/what-who-why/


2. List All Possible Initiatives

6. Road Map4. INITIATIVE Change Framework

3. Prioritize Initiatives via Heat Map

70

SIX STEPS TO LAUNCH SUCCESSFUL INITIATIVES

Initiatives

1. ENTERPRISE Change Framework

5. Initiative-to-Action



Good if Change                Bad if no Change  
Target StateCurrent State Case for Change

Barriers                     Accelerators

Initiatives

Use the Enterprise Change Framework Template to Tell Your Change Story
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https://intelliven.com/tools/what-who-why/
https://intelliven.com/tools/what-who-why/


40’: Talk through CF in turn with the group

• Share what comes to mind (questions, comments, suggestions, etc.) in CHAT

• Be specific

5’: Reflect on the experience.

Your Case:

OBJECTIVES: Draft an Enterprise Change Framework for comment.

INSTRUCTIONS:

5’: Fill-in the CF template for your organization.

72
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Change Framework

CURRENT STATE

How things 

are now:

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

CASE FOR CHANGE

What good things happen if we change?

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

What bad things happen if we do not?

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

TARGET STATE

BARRIERS

What inhibts the change?

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

What accelerates the change?

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

What must be done to achieve the Target State

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How things will be 

after the change:

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Tips for filling out a Change Framework

• Use present tense in Current/Target state entries.

• Begin Strategic Initiatives with verbs.

• Every Target State entry has:
o A corresponding entry in Current State.

o Something in the Case for Change that motivates 

the Target State.

o A way to measure where it is now and where it is to 

next be.

• Think expansively about Target State. Adopt a 

planning horizon far enough into the future so as to 

not be constrained by the present (e.g., 3 years).

• Stay agile; as goals and circumstances change, so 

will the Change Framework.

• Tweak other entries as you fill out each box of the 

framework.  

• Use the process of preparing the framework with 

a team more to flesh-out thinking vs. a way to 

decide what to do.

• The completed framework should tell a coherent 

story, where the level of detail for Current/Target 

States is consistent with Initiatives.

• Prepare a separate Change Framework for the 

organization overall and one for each 

Strategic Initiative

Do & Review Tutorial

https://umass.coursearc.com/content/mtl-cohort-9/7-1-do-and-review-tutorial/introduction/

